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O R D E R 

 

 

 
 This appeal is directed against the order 

dtd.30.01.2018 passed by the learned Joint Commissioner of 

Sales Tax (Appeal), Bhubaneswar Range, Bhubaneswar 

(hereinafter referred to as, the learned JCST) in Appeal Case 

No. 108221622000277 (ET), wherein he dismissed the appeal 

by confirming the order of assessment passed by the learned 

Sales Tax Officer, Bhubaneswar IV Circle, Bhubaneswar 
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(hereinafter referred to as, the learned STO) for the 

assessment period 01.04.2012 to 31.03.2014 u/s.9C of the 

Orissa Entry Tax Act, 1999 (hereinafter referred to as, the OET 

Act). 

2. The brief facts of the case are that, the appellant-

dealer, a private limited company registered as a dealer under 

the OVAT/OET Act is engaged in manufacturing and sell of 

stones, chips etc. The manufacturing unit of the dealer-

company is located at Ramchandrapur, Baripada. As per the 

Audit Visit Report (in short, the AVR), the appellant-dealer had 

not paid entry tax on sale of chips amounting to 

Rs.2,63,35,969.00 which is exigible to entry tax @ 1% as per 

Entry No.59 of Schedule-1 to the OET Act and had not paid 

entry tax on freight charges amounting to Rs.11,18,582.00. 

Upon hearing the appellant-dealer and considering the 

objections raised by him in course of assessment Entry Tax 

was levied being the value of chips liable to entry tax @ 1% as 

it is mineral and entry tax was also levied on freight charges 

as the appellant-dealer failed to pay entry tax on freight 

charges. The learned STO assessed the appellant-dealer to 

additional tax of Rs.2,85,733.00 and two times penalty 

amounting to Rs.5,71,466.00 was imposed upon him 

u/s.9C(5) of the OET Act and thus the appellant-dealer was 

made liable to pay tax and penalty together amounting to 

Rs.8,57,199.00. 

3. Being aggrieved by the order of the learned STO, 

the appellant-dealer preferred an appeal before the learned 

JCST who dismissed the appeal and confirmed the order of 
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assessment. Being aggrieved by the order of the learned JCST, 

the appellant-dealer has preferred this second appeal.  

4. The appellant-dealer has come up with the second 

appeal on the grounds that the order of the forum below is 

illegal, arbitrary, unjust and excessive in the facts and 

circumstances of the case; that there being no entry of 

schedule goods into the local area, the levy of OET and penalty 

on the chips is liable to be quashed; that chips is a non-

scheduled goods as per the provisions of OET Act but the 

same has been taxed by the learned STO illegally twisting the 

facts that it is coming under „minor minerals‟ for which the 

order passed is liable to be quashed; that taxing the “non-

scheduled goods” under the OET Act in spite of citing identical 

case laws before the learned STO is not only arbitrary but also 

illegal in the eyes of law for which the order passed is liable to 

be quashed; that assuming but not admitting the fact that as 

per Schedule-III of Orissa Minor Mineral Concession Rules, 

2004 „chips‟ is a minor mineral but the OET Act is silent on 

the issue. Hence misinterpreting the provisions of OET Act 

taxing the chips under the OET Act is illegal and order passed 

to that effect is liable to be quashed; that the appellant-dealer 

has not incurred any expenditure on transportation of chips 

for which calculating the same to be at Rs.11,18,582.00 and 

taxing it @ 1% under the OET Act is arbitrary and order 

passed to that effect is liable to be quashed; that non-

consideration of identical case laws or order of higher 

authorities cited during the assessment proceeding as well as 

before the learned JCST is bad in law and the order passed 

ignoring the same is liable to be quashed; that the OET paid at 
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Rs.68,366.00 on 22.12.2015 should have been given credit at 

the time of passing the assessment order for which the order 

passed is liable to be modified; that penalty imposed u/s.9C(5) 

of the OET Act imposing twice the tax demand is illegal since 

the principal Act has been amended w.e.f. 24.09.2015 giving 

effect that penalty would be equal to the tax demand for which 

the order passed is liable to be quashed and that the learned 

JCST without going into the merits of the case dismissed the 

appeal and confirmed the assessment on flimsy grounds for 

which the order passed is liable to be quashed. 

 On the other hand, the Revenue has filed the cross 

objection supporting the impugned order. 

5. Heard the learned Counsel for the appellant-dealer 

so also the learned Addl. Standing Counsel appearing for the 

Revenue. Perused the materials available on record so also the 

orders passed by both the fora below. I also perused the 

grounds taken in the appeal, plea taken in the cross objection 

so also the written submissions of both the sides. In the 

Schedule, Part-I at Sl. No.59 of the OET Act items like 

minerals including bauxite, chromites, dolomite, limestone, 

manganese and iron ore, but not including coal and coke have 

been incorporated. Thus, there is no specific entry in the said 

schedule like boulder and chips etc. under the OET Act. For 

levy of tax under the OET Act there should have been specific 

entry in the Schedule. Sec.3(1) of the OET Act authorises 

collection/levy of tax on entry of schedule goods into local area 

for consumption, use and sale therein at such rate not 

exceeding twelve percent of the purchase value of such goods. 

It was submitted by the learned Counsel for the appellant-
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dealer that the learned STO could have examined the statutory 

audit report and formed an opinion whether the chips, boulder 

etc. raised from the own quarry of the dealer are schedule or 

non-schedule goods. It was submitted by the learned Counsel 

for the appellant-dealer that the Govt. Of Odisha has enacted 

the Orissa Entry Tax Act in the year 1999 with Rules made 

thereunder. Every citizen is to abide by the Law as has been 

contemplated in the provisions of the said Act and Rules. If 

any other Act including “Orissa Minor Minerals Concession 

Rules, 2004 says something which is beneficial to revenue 

then the same must be incorporated in the provisions of the 

OET Act, 1999. But misinterpreting the provisions of some 

other Act levy of tax and penalty etc. are said to be illegal and 

arbitrary in the facts and circumstances of the case.  

6. Now it is pertinent to reflect some of the decisions 

relied upon by the appellant-dealer and the respondent-

Revenue. In the case of State of Odisha v. M/s. Sri Balaji Fly 

Ash Bricks, the Hon‟ble Division Bench of this Tribunal in S.A. 

No.228(ET)/2014-15 dtd.20.09.2016 observed as under- 

 “As there is no specific mention of „Fly Ash Bricks‟ 
in the entries in the schedule under OET Act, the 

learned STO has erred in treating the item „Fly Ash 
Bricks‟ as scheduled goods and subjecting the 
same to be liable for taxed @ 1%. So in view of this, 
we cannot disagree with the findings of the learned 

DCST (Appeal) which does not suffer for any 
infirmity warranting our interference.” 

 
 In the case of Hindustan Lever Limited v. Sales Tax 

Officer, Cuttack I East Circle, Cuttack, the Hon‟ble High Court 

of Orissa in W.P.(C) No.11400 of 2005 dated 21.01.2010 

observed as under- 
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 “Section 2(m) of the Orissa Entry Tax Act, 1999 
deals with “Scheduled goods”, which means the 
goods specified in the Schedule to this Act. So, 
neither this Court nor the Assessing Authority and 

much less the Asst. Commissioner of Commercial 
Taxes (Law), who has filed the counter affidavit 
before this Court can subtract/add anything to the 
schedule and give a new meaning to the same.” 

 
 The Advance Ruling Authority, Odisha Sales Tax 

Tribunal, Cuttack in the case of M/s. Banadurga Stone 

Crusher v. State of Odisha passed order in A.R.A. 

No.05(ET)/2013-14 dated 26.02.2016 with the following 

observations- 

 “So onus lies with the appellant to place the 
genuineness before this bench. Here the question 

before us is to decide whether minerals and minor 
minerals are one and the same and here boulder 
and chips whether exigible to entry tax. On a 
careful examination of the entry found place at the 

Sl. 59 mentioned supra clearly speaks to have 
included all minerals excepting coal & coke. But no 

such mention about either boulder or chips is 
there. So in our considered opinion the minerals 
appearing in Sl. No.59 is a broad one covering 
within its ambit minor minerals. So boulder and 
chips cannot remain outside the ambit of the Entry 
Tax. No credible material evidence or legal 

interpretations are placed before us so as to prompt 
us to take a contrary view. As authorised under the 
Act this point is clarified. Point such as local area 
does not come under the purview of Advance 

Ruling as envisaged under Section 17-A of the 
OVAT Act. So the stand of revenue on the score is 

found to be reasonable and as per the statute. So 
boulders and stone chips are liable for payment of 
entry tax.” 

 
7. From the aforesaid discussion, there appears two 

types of conflicting decisions. In the instant case as per the 
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AVR the appellant-dealer had not paid freight amounting to 

Rs.11,18,582.00. It was suggested that entry tax @ 2% 

amounting to Rs.22,371.00 may be demanded and penalty 

twice of the said amount i.e. Rs.44,743.00 may also be 

demanded at the time of assessment. However, the learned 

STO added the same to the GTO and TTO. The learned 

Counsel for the appellant-dealer although agitated about entry 

tax and freight charges by stating that the appellant-dealer 

had not incurred any expenditure on transportation of chips 

but could not substantiate the same with any documentary 

evidence or other proof.  

8. In a recent decision of this Tribunal similar to the 

present case vide S.A. No.15(ET) of 2019, disposed of on 

dtd.12.02.2021 it has been held as follows:- 

  “So to say, in the grounds of appeal attempt was 

made to distinguish and differentiate the alleged goods 

from the expression „minerals‟ as appearing in Entry 

No. 59 of Part-I of the Schedule. However, in course of 
argument, the said ground which was so raised seems 

to have been abandoned by the learned Counsel for 

the dealer assessee accepting the proposition that the 
alleged goods are minerals in view of a decision of the 

Tribunal in A.R.A. No. 05 (ET)/2013-14 decided on 

26.02.2016 and later to the ruling of the Hon‟ble Court 
in the case of State of Orissa and others Vs. D.K. 

Construction and others reported in (2017) 100 VST 24 

(Orissa), wherein, such goods like stone chips, metals, 
sand etc. have been held as minerals. But then, it is 

contended that the above decisions emerged after the 

tax period and as there was no specific entry of such 
goods in the Schedule to the Act, the dealer assessee 

under an impression that no entry tax would be 
payable, failed to incorporate the same in the purchase 

value, while filing the periodical return and for that, 

levy of penalty appears illegal and arbitrary in absence 
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of any false claim or wilful suppression on the its part. 

Admittedly, there is no specific entry of the alleged 
goods in the schedule of the Act. It is also a fact that a 

specific entry of such goods does find a place in the 

OVAT Act. There is no denial to the fact that ores and 
minerals are separately categorized at Entry No. 18, 

whereas, sand, soil, metal, bajuri, earth etc. are at 

Entry No. 97 of Schedule B, Part-II of the OVAT Act in 
contradistinction to Entry No. 59 which carries an 

inclusive definition. According to the Tribunal, in the 

above premises, there is every possibility of reaching 
at a decision that such goods though are taxable as per 

the OVAT Act, but not so under the Act. The contention 

of the learned Counsel for the dealer assessee is that 
with such an impression was in fact carried that the 

goods are not minerals which was later clarified by the 

Tribunal and in D.K. Construction case ibid, it would 
not at all be reasonable to levy penalty. In the humble 

opinion of the Tribunal, while demanding entry tax with 

respect to the scheduled goods, penalty should not be 
imposed in view of the fact that it was quite not an 

impossibility to have a perception that the goods like 

sand, chips, morum, etc. not to be minerals as it was 
later treated so.” 

 
9. The appellant-dealer has enclosed a copy of challan 

dtd.22.12.2015 for Rs.68,366.00 which has not been taken 

into consideration while completing the assessment 

proceeding so also the first appeal proceeding as contended by 

the learned Counsel for the appellant-dealer and it was 

submitted that direction should be given to the authorities 

below to verify the authenticity of the challan and  allow the 

claim of the appellant-dealer. On perusal of the assessment 

record submitted by the learned Addl. Standing Counsel it is 

seen that the said challan is available in page-18 of the record 

which needs to be examined by the learned STO. The learned 

Addl. Standing Counsel did not raise any objection regarding 
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the said challan. So the ground taken by the appellant-dealer 

in this regard is genuine. Thus, considering the facts as well 

as the circumstances of the case it is necessary to remand the 

case to the learned STO for fresh computation. Hence, it is 

ordered.  

10. The appeal is allowed in part and the impugned 

order is hereby set aside. The matter is remitted back to the 

learned STO for fresh computation in view of the observations 

made above preferably within a period of three months from 

the date of receipt of this order. The cross objection is 

disposed of accordingly.  

 

Dictated & corrected by me,                             

            
            Sd/-         Sd/- 
   (A.K. Dalbehera)                    (A.K. Dalbehera) 

1st Judicial Member    1st Judicial Member 

 


